Impact of Age, Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia, and Cancer on Prostate-Specific Antigen Level
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BACKGROUND. The distribution of prostate-specific antigen (PSA) values for men with or without prostate carcinoma are confounded because of verification bias. Correcting for verification bias, the means and variances of PSA values were estimated in specific clinical scenarios.

METHODS. Existing receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, adjusted for the presence of verification bias in a screening population, were used to estimate the mean and variance of PSA values for men with or without prostate carcinoma, stratified by age and the presence or absence of benign prostatic hyperplasia. Men with a suspicious digital rectal exam (nodular) were excluded from analysis.

RESULTS. Among men with cancer and the absence of benign prostatic hyperplasia, mean PSA values were 2.05 ng/mL and 2.66 ng/mL for younger (<60 yr) and older (≥60 yrs) men, respectively. These estimates were 2.56 ng/mL and 3.90 ng/mL in the presence of benign prostatic hyperplasia for younger and older men, respectively. For men without prostate carcinoma, these values were 0.78 ng/mL and 1.23 ng/mL for younger and older men, respectively, among those without benign prostatic hyperplasia, and 0.97 ng/mL and 1.75 ng/mL for younger and older men, respectively, among those with benign prostatic hyperplasia.

CONCLUSIONS. Accurate estimates of the mean and variance of PSA values for men with or without cancer may provide PSA thresholds for biopsy that are specific for age and prostate size as assessed by digital rectal exam. Therefore, the current threshold of 4.0 ng/mL should not be applied indiscriminately. Cancer 2006;106:1507–13. © 2006 American Cancer Society.
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For the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) test, the threshold for recommending a prostate biopsy has traditionally been PSA level greater than 4.0 ng/mL. However, recently published prospective data from the Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial (PCPT) have revealed a significant number of prostate carcinomas under this threshold.¹ Indeed, many have advocated that the threshold for biopsy should be lower.²,³ Those who may benefit the most from such a reduction are healthy men of younger age whose life expectancy is long compared with the natural history of prostate carcinoma.⁴,⁵ The utility of the PSA test is limited by the finding that it is a prostate marker and not a prostate-carcinoma-specific marker. Therefore, benign prostatic hyperplasia, a disease more commonly found in older men, confounds the clinical utility of the serum PSA test, as it can raise the PSA nonspecifically. Because of this, the concept of 'PSA density,' which attempts to adjust PSA values to prostate volume, has been proposed.⁶ The presence of benign prostatic hyperplasia can be detected by digital rectal examination, which reveals a prostate gland to be enlarged but not suspicious for cancer. Whereas the focus of advocating different PSA thresholds has been age-based,⁷
there is evidence that the presence or absence of benign prostatic hyperplasia may also be an important determinant of the optimal threshold for prostate biopsy. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a plot of sensitivity versus one minus specificity for various thresholds for designating a test positive (e.g., PSA value > 4.0 ng/mL). The shape of an ROC curve describing the PSA test depends on the distribution of PSA values among men with prostate carcinoma compared with the distribution of PSA values among men without prostate carcinoma. The degree to which these two distributions overlap describes the ability of the PSA test to discriminate between a patient with prostate carcinoma and one without it. The range of values in the overlap region of these distributions dictates the range of thresholds describing points along the ROC curve. Therefore, having unbiased estimates of the mean and standard deviation (SD) of each of these distributions stratified by age group and the presence or absence of benign prostatic hyperplasia could provide insight into the interpretation of PSA test values. However, determining accurate estimates of the distribution of PSA values in men with and without cancer cannot be directly performed in the presence of verification bias. Verification bias occurs when only a selected subset of screened men undergoes prostate biopsy and when the recommendation for biopsy is a function of PSA level and/or other clinical variables. If biopsy is more likely among men with higher PSA values, the directly estimated mean PSA level among the population of men with prostate carcinoma is artificially inflated.

Previously, we described estimates of ROC curves for PSA adjusted for verification bias by using a mathematical method described by Begg and Greenes to correct for this bias. We found that men who had an abnormal (enlarged but not suspicious) digital rectal exam result were significantly more likely to undergo biopsy compared with men with normal digital rectal exams after controlling for PSA level, age, race, and family history (OR = 1.547, *P* = .0002). This pattern was in contrast to the finding that among the biopsied subset, having an abnormal digital rectal exam was not a significant predictor of having cancer among these men after controlling for PSA and other covariates (OR = 0.691, *P* = .155). These findings provide evidence that some physicians may consider an abnormal (enlarged) digital rectal exam result as a risk factor for prostate carcinoma and not just a cause for a nonspecific rise in PSA level. By estimating unbiased distributions of PSA by cancer status, age, and digital rectal exam result, we aim to offer insights into the diagnostic characteristics and potential clinical utility of the PSA test.

**Materials and Methods**

**Patient Selection**

The study population has been reported previously. Briefly, between May 1995 and November 2001, 6,691 consecutive men were enrolled in a screening study at the Washington University School of Medicine and underwent PSA testing and digital rectal exam. To be enrolled, men had to be at least 50 years of age. If they had at least one family member with a history of prostate carcinoma or were African American, the minimum age was 40. Patients with PSA values greater than 2.5 ng/mL or findings suspicious for prostate carcinoma on digital rectal exam were recommended to undergo prostate biopsy. Any prostate carcinoma diagnosis up to 18 months of first PSA collection was considered evidence of disease to mitigate the effects of sampling error associated with prostate biopsy. Characteristics of the men who did and did not undergo prostate biopsy have been reported previously. We used the PSA value from the initial enrollment visit to determine the sensitivity and specificity of the test for various cutoff values.

We performed logistic regression studying the probability of undergoing verification by prostate biopsy to study the influence of PSA level, age, family history, race, and digital rectal exam result. We also studied the influence of these variables on detection of prostate carcinoma in the subset of men who underwent biopsy.

**ROC Estimation**

Because of the continuous nature of the PSA test, thresholds were selected to allow for determination of discrete points on the ROC curve. PSA levels were categorized into ranges that allowed for adequate separation between the points on the ROC curve. ROC curve analyses were performed by ROC Curve Analyzer software (developed by Centor and Keightley, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL). Areas under the curve were calculated using the trapezoidal (nonparametric) method and compared using two-sided *P* values. An area under the curve of 1.0 describes a test with perfect discrimination between disease and no disease, whereas a test with an area under the curve of 0.5 has no discriminatory power.

**Correction for Verification Bias**

We used the method of Begg and Greenes to correct for verification bias by adjusting for the verification process to estimate sensitivity and specificity in the entire population undergoing PSA testing and not just the subset that was verified by prostate biopsy. This method relies on the assumption that only the ‘observable’ clinical variables (e.g., PSA level, digital rectal exam result) af-
fected the likelihood of undergoing a biopsy and not the underlying or ‘unobservable’ cancer status.

To apply this method for correction of verification bias, we first estimated the probability of disease as a function of clinical variables using a logistic regression model from the sample of men who underwent verification of disease status by prostate biopsy. Variables included in the model were results of digital rectal exam, race (African American vs. other), family history, and PSA test result category. We used this regression model to predict the probability of prostate carcinoma in the entire group based on specified covariates (e.g., black race with normal digital rectal exam and no family history with a PSA between 4.1 and 6.0 ng/mL). We then summed these probabilities weighting by the frequency of the specified set of covariates in the entire population undergoing PSA testing to obtain adjusted sensitivity and specificity estimates for the PSA test. Results are presented separately for men below age 60 and those age 60 and above, further separated by normal and ‘abnormal’ digital rectal exam result. Abnormal digital rectal exam result was defined as synonymous with benign prostatic hyperplasia, i.e., an enlarged gland that is not suspicious for prostate carcinoma. Men with suspicious findings on digital rectal exam, such as a nodule, were not included in this analysis as they are likely to undergo prostate biopsy regardless of PSA level.

**Estimation of Means and Standard Deviations**

We assumed that the natural logarithm of PSA ([ln(PSA)]) is normally distributed in the population with cancer as well as in the population without cancer, stratified by age group (< 60; ≥ 60 yrs) and the presence of benign prostatic hyperplasia. A given set of values for the mean and SD for the men with cancer (μca, σca) and a set of values for the mean and SD for men without cancer (μnc, σnc) will produce a unique ROC curve. We used the true-positive fraction (sensitivity) plotted on the adjusted ROC curve to inform the mean and SD of ln(PSA) for the population with cancer. Specifically, we selected a mean ln(PSA) (μca) and SD (σca) such that the squared difference between the true-positive fraction (TPF) observed for each ln(PSA) cutpoint and that expected from the selection was minimized. For each ln(PSA) threshold i, we minimized the following:

\[ \sum (TPF_{observed} - TPF(\mu_{ca}, \sigma_{ca})_{expected})^2 \]

Where TPF represents the area to the right of the ln(PSA) threshold on the normal curve with mean (μca) and SD (σca):

\[ \int \frac{1}{\sigma_{ca}\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(\ln(PSA) - \mu_{ca})^2} \, d\ln(PSA) \]

In a similar manner, for the populations without cancer we used the false-positive fractions plotted on the adjusted ROC curve (1-specificity) to inform the mean and SD of ln(PSA) for the population without cancer, and then selected the mean ln(PSA) (μnc) and SD (σnc) that minimized the squared differences between the false-positive fractions observed and expected from the selection. All ln(PSA) thresholds on the adjusted ROC curve, except those yielding either 0 or 100% positive fractions, were used to describe the observed distribution.

We compared the mean and SD determined for each population from the adjusted ROC curves to those estimated directly from the verified (biased) sample. We used linear regression modeling of ln(PSA) versus age, digital rectal exam result, race, and disease status and their interactions to test whether there was a significant increase in ln(PSA) with abnormal digital rectal exam results, independent of disease status. In addition, we compared the derived means among men with and without cancer for each of the populations using a two-sample Student t-test with the derived SDs and the number of men who underwent biopsy in each group as the number of observations.

**RESULTS**

**Unadjusted Analyses**

Table 1 shows the numbers of men who underwent biopsy and who did not undergo biopsy at various PSA thresholds. By using only the biopsied sample, a ‘naive’ estimate of the mean and SD for those with and without cancer in each of the age groups and for each
TABLE 2
Mean PSA Values in Men with and without Prostate Carcinoma Separated by DRE Derived from Men Who Underwent Biopsy without Bias Adjustment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Age &gt; 60 y</th>
<th>Geometric Mean PSA (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Mean ln·PSA (SD)</th>
<th>Age &lt; 60 y</th>
<th>Geometric Mean PSA (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Mean ln·PSA (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1.40 (0.60)</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.55 (0.56)</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal*</td>
<td>1.05 (0.62)</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1.76 (0.79)</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0.77 (0.89)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.15 (0.67)</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal*</td>
<td>1.08 (1.61)</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>1.43 (0.80)</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DRE: digital rectal exam; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; SD: standard deviation.
* Abnormal DRE indicates enlarged prostate size but not suspicious for cancer.

FIGURE 1. Adjusted ROC curves separating normal from abnormal digital rectal exam results. Shown are the ROC curves separating men with abnormal digital rectal exam results from normal digital rectal exam results, after correcting for verification bias. The overall shape of the ROC curve did not appear to change among the two digital rectal exam groups (A) in men younger than 60 years and (B) in men 60 years or older. However, the sensitivity and specificity at a given threshold to biopsy did change. For each threshold, the normal digital rectal exam group had a lower sensitivity and higher specificity compared with the abnormal digital rectal exam group. Reprinted with permission of the Massachusetts Medical Society from Punglia RS, D’Amico AV, Catalona WJ, Roehl KA, Kuntz KM. Effect of verification bias on screening for prostate cancer by measurement of prostate-specific antigen. N Engl J Med. 2003;349:335-342.

TABLE 3
Mean PSA Values in Men with and without Prostate Carcinoma Separated by DRE Derived from Adjusted ROC Curves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Age &lt; 60 y</th>
<th>Geometric Mean PSA (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Mean ln·PSA (SD)</th>
<th>Age ≥ 60 y</th>
<th>Geometric Mean PSA (ng/mL)</th>
<th>Mean ln·PSA (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0.72 (0.68)</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.98 (0.85)</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal*</td>
<td>0.94 (0.65)</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.36 (0.86)</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>–0.25 (0.72)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.21 (0.91)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abnormal*</td>
<td>–0.03 (0.84)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.56 (1.03)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROC: receiver operating characteristic; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; DRE: digital rectal exam; SD: standard deviation.
* Abnormal DRE indicates enlarged prostate size but not suspicious for cancer.

digital rectal exam result was calculated and is presented in Table 2.

Adjusted ROC Analyses

Figure 1 shows the adjusted ROC curves for those patients with normal digital rectal exam results and those with benign prostatic hyperplasia. Separating abnormal and normal digital rectal exam results did not change the resulting ROC curves significantly in the adjusted analyses, but the cutoff points between these groups did appear different, with increased sensitivity and decreased specificity for each PSA threshold in the abnormal exam group relative to the normal exam group, which could be explained by a shift in PSA levels in the men with abnormal digital rectal exams. From these adjusted curves, more accurate estimates of the mean and SDs of each group were determined, and distributions were plotted (Table 3; Fig. 2). As expected, using curves corrected for verification bias led to lower estimates of mean PSA relative to the unadjusted estimates.

For both age groups, mean ln(PSA) values among those with abnormal digital rectal exam results were greater than among those with normal digital rectal exam results in both the populations with prostate carcinoma and without prostate carcinoma (Table 3). By using a linear regression model, digital rectal exam result was found to be a significant predictor of ln(PSA) (P = .0037), independent of disease status, age, race, and family history. The lack of significance of the interaction term between disease status and digital rectal exam result (P = .581) further supports the hypothesis that both the men with cancer and the men without cancer have a similar shift in PSA level with an abnormal exam, resulting in ROC curves of similar shape but with altered cutoff points (Fig. 3).
Comparison of means using the number of men who underwent biopsy as the number of observations revealed that PSA values were significantly different between men with and without cancer in each of the four groups: younger men with normal digital rectal exam results ($P < .0001$), younger men with abnormal digital rectal exam results ($P = .015$), older men with normal digital rectal exam results ($P < .0001$), and older men with abnormal digital rectal exam results ($P = .0014$) (Table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

Correction for verification bias allows for a more accurate estimate of the performance characteristics of the PSA test in a screened population. Our adjusted analyses reveal no difference in PSA test performance among men with an enlarged prostate gland versus men with a normal-sized gland, and that there is a shift in the cutoff points along the ROC curve when separating by digital rectal exam result.

By using adjusted ROC curves to determine mean PSA values, we determined unbiased estimates of the distribution of PSA values within the population of men who have prostate carcinoma and those without cancer. In addition, we have shown that the derived mean PSA level is significantly different between men with and without cancer in each of the groups studied.

The geometric mean of the PSA levels derived from the adjusted ROC curves for men with prostate carcinoma ranged from 2.05-3.90 ng/mL, depending on age group and digital rectal exam status. Because the exponentiated mean of the ln(PSA) is mathematically equivalent to the geometric mean of PSA values, these numbers can be directly compared with the geometric mean among men with prostate carcinoma in prior published studies. One study found the geometric mean of PSA among men with prostate carcinoma to be between 6.28 and 7.46, much higher than our results. This discrepancy further confirms the existence of strong selection bias in some prior studies, where men with higher PSA values were more likely to be diagnosed with disease.

Our unadjusted results (Table 2) also reveal the existence of verification bias, as mean PSA values among those men who underwent biopsy were higher...
TABLE 4
Statistical Comparison of PSA Distributions Derived from the Adjusted ROC Curves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age &lt; 60 or ≥ 60 y</th>
<th>Cancer status</th>
<th>DRE Result</th>
<th>p*</th>
<th>Age &lt; 60 or ≥ 60 y</th>
<th>Cancer Status</th>
<th>DRE Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>&lt; .00001</td>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>No cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Abnormal*</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>No cancer</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>&lt; .00001</td>
<td>Older</td>
<td>No cancer</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Abnormal*</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>Older</td>
<td>No cancer</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ROC: receiver operating characteristic; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; DRE: digital rectal examination.

*Abnormal DRE indicates enlarged prostate size but not suspicious for cancer.

†Comparison of columns 1–3 with columns 5–7.

than those among the entire screening population, and confirm the need for correction of the bias, as the numbers derived from the adjusted analysis more accurately describes the entire screened population. Although the unadjusted numbers for mean PSA values that included only those men who underwent prostate biopsy were higher than the better estimates gathered from the adjusted curves, they were not as high as those reported by Morgan et al., perhaps because of the lower threshold used to recommend prostate biopsy in this screening study. In addition to lower mean PSA values, the more accurate distributions reflect the heterogeneity of PSA values in the population as reflected by their greater variance than the corresponding distributions derived from the unadjusted analyses (Tables 2, 3).

Separating the analyses by digital rectal exam result (abnormal vs. normal) showed that the ROC curves had no difference in overall diagnostic performance, but had altered cutoff points. Such a model would be consistent with the schematic shown in Figure 3, where the relative distribution between the disease and nondisease populations does not change with an abnormal digital rectal exam, but instead only shifts to higher ln(PSA) levels, leading to higher cut points within the abnormal population for a given sensitivity/specificity, but the same overall ROC curve. This finding implies that the threshold value for recommending biopsy should be higher among men with abnormal digital exam results. This is especially important because we have shown that men with abnormal digital rectal exam findings are more likely to be referred for biopsy after controlling for PSA level. Although our study does provide better estimates of sensitivity and specificity at different PSA thresholds to biopsy as a function of age and digital rectal exam result, the ideal threshold for prostate biopsy depends on the relative tradeoff between false-positive and false-negative results. In addition, the power to detect small differences between men with enlarged versus normal-sized glands may be limited given the small number of men biopsied at certain PSA thresholds.

Our study was also limited by the use of prostate biopsy as the ‘gold standard’ for disease confirmation, which may have underestimated adjusted test sensitivity because of sampling error caused by the small amount of tissue removed at biopsy relative to the entire prostatic volume. To help mitigate this issue, we used all cancer diagnoses made within 18 months of PSA-based screening as our outcome. However, this method may have introduced some degree of selection bias, where more patients with rising PSA levels underwent late biopsies. Moreover, there may be additional variables (beyond age, PSA level, digital rectal exam result, race, and family history) not included in our analysis that may both predict for the chance of undergoing prostate biopsy and be related to underlying disease status, a problem with retrospective studies. The PCPT trial that recommended biopsy for all men enrolled prospectively studied PSA test characteristics. Comparison of our previously published results for older men to their cohort suggests that our procedure for adjusting for verification bias was indeed valid, as the two studies lead to comparable results among similar subgroups.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a technique for finding the underlying mean and SD in the presence and absence of disease after accounting for verification bias, allowing for more accurate determination of these values even in a dataset with bias. The mean and SD of PSA levels among men with prostate carcinoma may have important implications regarding interpretation of PSA level for prostate carcinoma screening and biopsy recommendations. Our analysis may also inform modification of these recommendations for men with abnormal digital rectal exam results. The adjusted PSA distributions suggest that the current threshold of 4.0 ng/mL used for recommending prostate biopsy should not be applied indiscriminately.
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